**Praescient Analytics and TransVoyant Announce Partnership to Deliver Joint Analysis Solutions**

*Praescient Analytics and TransVoyant have announced a partnership to bring real-time decision making capabilities to global Intelligence, Defense, Law Enforcement, Supply Chain, and Financial Services customers.*

May 19, 2014 – Alexandria, VA – Technology integration firm Praescient Analytics and TransVoyant™ LLC today announced the signing of a partnership agreement. The agreement enables Praescient to offer TransVoyant’s cutting edge, cloud-based data streaming and decision analytics family of solutions. The partnership will allow a range of customers to take advantage of patent-pending algorithms and analytics, TransVoyant’s rich library of global data streams, and Praescient’s deep domain expertise and professional services. This partnership gives clients the ability to get in front of risks, such as security threats at internationally located facilities including military bases and Tier 2 suppliers. These joint solutions will also enable better enterprise management ranging from reduced shipping costs to quicker transportation routing; all made possible by using smarter, cognitive intelligence.

“We’ve identified a need within our client base for a situational awareness and real-time decision making solution, we feel that TransVoyant’s technologies have the best capability to deliver timely, actionable information and prescriptive intelligence,” said Katie Crotty, CEO of Praescient Analytics. “We are looking forward to bringing new insight and thought leadership to our customers through our partnership with TransVoyant.”

TransVoyant’s Continuous Decision Intelligence™ platform, customized for the intelligence and national security communities under the moniker GeoVigilance™, enables users to make better decisions and thus enjoy the benefit of better outcomes. This revolutionary capability is achieved through the application of predictive, real-time and historical analytics on global live and static data. CDI™ is the first platform on the market that is easy enough for non-technical users to write complex analytics ‘on the fly’ for faster and more meaningful decisions. Because of its commodity hardware, distributed node computing and on premise or multi-tenant cloud-based architecture, the platform is accessible worldwide and can be easily integrated into existing business intelligence and information technology environments.

CDI™ makes it easy to ‘harvest the math’ or crowd source and re-use analytics associated with exploiting opportunities and preventing risk. CDI™ comes pre-packaged with dozens of open source global live streaming data feeds such as weather, social media, natural disasters, public safety, maritime information, and financial markets and the platform also allows for the addition of new external and customer-specific static and live data so that users can make decisions on the things that matter to them and their organization.
“Praescient Analytics has an outstanding track record of partnering with innovative technology providers to solve tough customer challenges by integrating new tools and methodologies into customer environments,” said Dennis Groseclose, President of TransVoyant. “Their ability to quickly implement technology and train people to generate mission success and enhance customer outcomes is why we are grateful and excited about our partnership. We’re very glad to already be working together on our recent program wins with the U.S. Army.”

“By partnering with TransVoyant, we are putting advanced, real-time and predictive analytics in the hands of decision makers,” said Crotty. “This partnership is a great example of how two like-minded organizations are using data-centric solutions to solve the world’s toughest problems.”

_____

About Praescient Analytics
Praescient Analytics is a Veteran-Owned Small Business that delivers training, data integration, platform customization, and embedded analytical services in partnership with leading technology providers. Praescient’s teams of analysts and engineers provide comprehensive solutions to federal and commercial clients engaged in critical defense, law enforcement, intelligence, cyber security, financial, investigative and legal analytics missions. Learn more at praescientanalytics.com.

About TransVoyant
TransVoyant’s technologies and expertise provide customers with real-time operational and risk-related decision-making and support. TransVoyant technologies correlate and analyze streams of live and legacy data, while continuously applying unique decision matrices. This empowers organizations and consumers alike to discover threats and opportunities to make “in the moment” critical decisions that protect and optimize important, globally-located assets, people and resources. Learn more at transvoyant.com
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